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Abstract 

 

Distributed monitoring and control systems are developed for automating the control of large-scale and complex 

industrial systems. They consist of a combination of digital and mechanical parts operating in complex processes, both 

deterministic and stochastic, inside and outside of the systems. A feature of monitoring and control systems in large-

scale and complex industrial systems is ability to collect, analyze and act based on a large volume of information in 

limited time periods. At the same time, large-scale and complex industrial systems have the properties of a flexible 

distributed production line. The article analyses the modernization tasks of control and monitoring systems of large-

scale objects by focusing on “Industry 4.0” technology. The prerequisites for creating and designing digital twins for 

components of such systems are considered. New technologies of automated electric drives setting up are proposed. The 

theoretical principles to assess an efficiency and probability to reduce an energy consumption in large-scale systems 

affected by significant external disturbances and interference is shown. It demonstrates the results of students and 

undergraduate education in the field of management of large-scale industrial systems within the framework of the 

international educational project “Synergy”. The long-term objectives of artificial intelligence application for further 

research and improvement of large-scale systems are identified. 

 

Keywords: large objects of control and monitoring; digital twins; robotic systems; design; commissioning; production; 

education; “Industry 4.0” technology; artificial intelligence. 

 

 

1. Introduction  

 

Features of the “Industry 4.0” technology, announced the same as “The Fourth Industrial Revolution”, are the 

transition to fully automated digital production, controlled by intelligent systems in real time in constant interaction 

with the external environment, going beyond the boundaries of a single enterprise [1, 2, 3, 4]. The characteristics of 

“Industry 4.0” technology has practically unlimited important options in terms of performance measures: volume, 

speed, and methods of information flows transmission. 
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Within the framework of distance international learning associations (for example, the Synergy type [5]), it makes 

sense to consider, analyze and examine elements of control and monitoring of large-scale and complex industrial 

systems. It is worth mentioning that not the number of technologically connected subobjects, but unlimited volumes of a 

priori, a posteriori and virtually obtained information is important. This sets and solves optimization problems that were 

previously limited for any reason. Further as monitoring and control (M&C) system of large-scale industrial objects the 

combination of the following automation objects is considered: 

• underground coal-mining complex with supervisory multilink control system for electric drives of machines and 

mechanisms [7], as part of the complex: longwall panel, consisting of hydraulic sections, with jacks and special 

constructions, fixing the excavated space in the mine face up to 200m long, that can contain up to 200 sections of 

support; coal-mining machine with controlled electric drives for cutting and feeding; oil pumping station; scraper 

conveyors along the mine face; belt conveyors on air-feeding slices up to 1000 and more meters long; special point 

for mined coal reloading; ventilation system; local control and monitoring systems; special software and hardware 

multilink supervisory control system; created elements of the digital twin of underground coal mining complex. In 

coal mining modes the complex is considered as an automated robotic complex. 

• FESTO laboratory robotic installation with the unique remote-control system [8, 9] - robot manipulator, system of 

movement and transportation of structural elements of the equipment. Local control subsystem and hierarchical 

system with an open software and hardware subsystem that allows developing unique digital control systems. The 

FESTO laboratory unit is an automated robotic complex, and a digital twin of this unit is studies within the 

framework of the current work. 

• FESTO laboratory bench with a tracking electric drive [10] is an electromechanical tracking drive of the working 

mechanism. Software and hardware component compatible with LabVIEW and MatLAB application program 

package. Local control subsystem and hierarchical system with an open hardware and software subsystem that 

allows developing unique digital control systems. The FESTO laboratory bench is an automated robotic system, and 

a digital twin of this unit is studies within the framework of the current work. 

• laboratory bench of frequency-controlled DC and AC electric drives with specialized software and hardware system 

MexBIOS Development Studio [8, 11] is a laboratory bench of frequency-controlled DC and AC electric drives with 

specialized software and hardware system MexBIOS Development Studio [8, 11, 12]. The bench allows to 

investigate, and study automated electric drive systems. 

 

2. Design of monitoring and control (M&C) system of large-scale industrial objects in the context of 

“INDUSTRY 4.0” technology 

 

It is proposed to consider the process of M&C of complex industrial systems designing in the context of “Industry 

4.0” technology using the example of underground coal mining complex. Despite the different approaches of the 

solution, the main problem of underground mining has previously been and remains for now is providing of safe 

extraction of rock. As part of solving the problem, the purpose, designation, features and characteristics of technological 

process objects are determined, in particular, a priori information concerning the characteristics of the mining face and 

the structural elements of technological equipment is carefully collected and studied [13]. A priori information is the 

starting material for the develop process of any technological object. 

The analysis of technological process of coal mining is based on scientific papers of the Deputy Director of 

Ugleservis company, the Coal Department of the Arcelor Mittal Temirtau, Joint Stock Company, Associate Professor, 

D.E.Sc., Avdeyev L.A. [14, 15]. According to the technological process, the coal mining machine cuts the slice of coal 

face and moves it along the scraper conveyor to the upper part of the production face. In the face, along its entire length, 

sections of longwall panel with many structural elements to support the mined-out space, jacks for moving the conveyor 

and support sections, and routing of hydraulic drive and control hoses for the support sections are sequentially installed. 

The Germany made Eickhoff SL coal mining machine with controlled cutting and feeding electric drives has been 

applied on flat and inclined coal seams of medium and above medium thickness in the mines of the Coal Department of 

Arcelor Mittal Temirtau, JSC (hazardous due to gas and dust). The coal-mining machine SL 300 model is used for 

mining coal from seams with a thickness of 2 to 6 m. It is a complex engineering device weighing more than 150 tons, 

dimensions between the cutting drums axes - 12112 mm, diameter of two cutting drums - 2200 mm each, weight is 41 

tons each, total installed power of electric drives is 688 kW, special systems for cooling electric motors and moving 

drums using hydraulic jacks, two feed mechanisms using gears and racks that are installed on a scraper conveyor stand. 

The theoretical and practical problems for creating a supervisory multilink control system for electric drives of a 

coal mining machine were solved [16]. Based on the mentioned works [17], a hierarchical structure of an automated 

electromechanical underground coal-mining complex was proposed. The digital twin of underground coal-mining 

complex is designed within the framework of a functional hierarchical block diagram [17] and consists of many 

mathematical models and software analogues of machines, installations, electric drives and local control systems of the 

coal-mining complex. Some mathematical models and software analogues (for coal mining machines) were developed 

in [16]. The issue of replenishing the set requires efforts of qualified specialists. 

The peculiarity of operating modes of technological elements of the coal-mining complex, defined in [16], is that in 

the process of mining and transporting coal the machines are subject to stochastic disturbances, i.e. normal operating 

modes are stochastic, and the startup and stop modes of electric drives of machines in this case should be considered as 
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close to the modes of step, pulse and harmonic actions classified in the theory of automatic control as typical actions on 

dynamic objects. In relation to the coal-mining complex, we will call such start-up and stop processes standard machine 

modes. Specialized software “Digital Twin” allows you to virtually implement algorithms for the synthesis of optimal 

controls and multilink supervisory control, both in divided and real time modes. 

The digital twin is a fundamentally new design since individual models of elements must be combined into a single 

whole and scenario compositions created that simulate processes in a coal mining face. The number of compositions 

will be the set Мsd = {NRE, TRM, ARE}, reflecting all possible situations under normal (NRM), standard modes 

(TRM) and emergency modes (ARE) of the operation of a mining machine. The tools for developing, adjustment, 

configuring and operating multiple operating modes are the MatLAB subsystems: MatLAB-Simulink, LabVIEW, 

Statictica, as well as the software for situational modeling SimEvents and Stateflow [18, 19]. 

 “Industry 4.0” technology largely removes technical, software-algorithmic, computational and methodological 

restrictions for the design process. Here it is necessary to seek a compromise between the possible, truly necessary and 

sufficient level of decisions made. The path to achieving sustainable results lies in setting technology-based priorities. 

In relation to the underground coal-mining complex, this is primarily: production safety; control of dynamic load, 

service life, reliability and energy saving of machines; quality of coal and the cost of mined coal subject to the 

fulfillment of production volumes within the framework of the necessary requests. 

As part of the study of FESTO benches and installations and for the bench by the MexBIOS system with a rigid 

structure, but with software-algorithmic components allowing for variation in the design process, there can be solved 

the problems of creating and adjustment new intelligent software-algorithmic tools of control and monitoring individual 

components and objects as a whole. 

 

3. Setting up and adjustment of M&C system of large-scale industrial objects in the context of “INDUSTRY 

4.0” technology 

 

In the review article [20], methods for setting up and adjustment regulators of automated electric drives are divided 

into two groups. The first group, called traditional, is focused on modular and symmetrical optimums, and is performed 

as a function of the time constants of the drive motor. This technique, developed in [17, 18, 19] works, was and remains 

a necessary stage in preparing an automated electric drive for operation. 

The second group, associated with progress in the fields of power electronics and microprocessor technology, as 

well as with the advent of powerful specialized application software packages for instance MatLAB-Simulink [18, 19], 

MexBIOS [11, 12], contributed to the mass introducing of various variants of frequency-controlled electric drives, 

which significantly complicate the drive circuit technique and require recording when setting up and adjustment not 

only the dynamic properties of electric motors, but also frequency converters, analog-to-digital converters (ADC), 

digital-to-analog converters (DAC), data input-output, microprocessor devices of various types, programmable logic 

controllers (PLC) and PC devices. 

Demand determines supply; accordingly, new power technology for automated electric drives required new setting 

up and adjustment technologies. Within the second group of techniques, we highlight two approaches: 

1. The use of specialized bench-analogs for conducting physical experiments with subsequent large-scale transfer of 

the results obtained to an industrial automated electric drive [11, 12]; 

2. Setting up and adjustment of industrial electric drives using hardware and software simulators of a real-life electric 

drive [24, 25, 26]. 

We describe below in more detail both approaches for technology setting up and adjustment the power equipment of 

an automated electric drive. 

  

3.1 Hardware and software simulators of real-life electric drives 

 

Professor from the Ural Federative University, A.M. Zyuzev, developed a technology for setting up and adjustment 

an automated electric drive using hardware and software tools called “Controlled Electric Drive Simulators” [24, 25, 

26]. 

Replacing the power part of an electric drive during setting up and commissioning processes using software and 

hardware simulators is effective in terms of maintaining the functionality of the new electrical equipment, reducing the 

cost of the setup process and the time for preparing the drive for operation. There are a large number of units and 

installations for which presence of the noted capabilities is the primary factor in operation processes (for example, oil 

production installations operating in harsh climatic conditions [24, 25, 26]). 

Using the materials of work [25], which describes the creating process of a simulator of the power part of a 

modernized locomotive, which includes real-life mathematical models of the electric drive power parts. In [25], the 

electric drive simulator is a set of tools that ensure interaction of a real-life electric drive control system with hardware 

and software tools used to simulate the electric drive system in real time at a frequency of 1 MHz. Depending on the 

assigned tasks, electrical equipment simulators are developed to simulate in real time the operation of an electric motor, 

converter, converter-motor or converter-motor-mechanism systems. 
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For example, to set up a converter control system, a simulator of the power part of an electric drive can be used, 

which receives control signals from the converter keys, models operation of the keys and the electric motor, and 

produces feedback signals necessary for the control system operation. 

A hardware-software simulator may be based on a computer running a real-time operating system. Such simulators 

are fast enough to simulate systems containing a thyristor converter. Simulating the operation of a transistor converter 

requires higher performance, which can be provided by systems based on a digital signal processor (DSP) or 

programmable logic device (PLD). The latest version of simulators implementation has become widespread due to the 

high speed of PLD and the availability of convenient programming tools. 

 

3.2 Setting up and adjustment technology of industrial automated electric drive using simulator benches  

 
We propose an algorithm for setting up and adjustment a specific electric drive, for example, a pumping station of a 

heat supply system in a megalopolis or an electric drive of an oil-pumping station of an underground coal-mining 

complex equipped with asynchronous, frequency-controlled electric drives. 

1. The nominal parameters of the original electric motor and electric drive (rated power, supply voltage, current, active 

and inductive resistance of the stator winding, energy conversion efficiency, rotor torque of inertia, actuator, 

gearbox) are evaluated. 

2. The time constants of the electric drive, the reduced moment of inertia is calculated. 

3. The design scheme of the electric drive is drawn up. 

4. The electric drive operating modes are determined and the characteristic of braking torque on the motor shaft is 

evaluated. 

5. Based on the similarity theory, the conversion factors of the original motor parameters into the motor simulator 

bench parameters are determined from the assumption of existence, in the first approximation of a linear dependence 

of parameters of the original and installed on the simulator bench asynchronous electric motors. 

6. Subsequent actions of a commissioning engineer come to the development in the MexBIOS™ Development Studio 

environment of simulation models of an automated frequency-controlled electric drive with a load characteristic 

similar to that of the original motor for all possible options for constructing automatic control systems for an 

asynchronous motor of the simulator bench for subsequent transformation (using calculated similar coefficients) to 

the automated electric drive of a working mechanism. 

7. According to the simulator bench operating technology, the results of simulation studies are verified through the 

physical implementation of each structural diagram of the simulation model on the real equipment of the simulator 

bench, followed by physical experiments in modes similar to the operating modes of the original electric drive of a 

working mechanism. 

 

4. Developing of M&C system of large-scale industrial objects in the context of “INDUSTRY 4.0” technology 

 

4.1 Prerequisites for the need to assess the M&C Systems durability.  

 

In industrial production, a very significant factor (sometimes the most important) is the stochasticity of processes 

associated with the external environment of large-scale industrial systems. As a result, it is necessary to operate with 

probabilistic characteristics. Some theoretical results are shown in [27, 28, 29]. 

 

4.2 Assessment of durability ranges of technological machines and installations 

 

The analysis object will be the elements of production plants and machines with rotating shafts driven by an electric 

drive and subject to stochastic disturbances [16]. These can be machines (for example, technical systems containing 

means of energy supply and movement of substances), stationary pumping and compressor stations, cutting drums of 

coal-mining machines, flexible automated production, which involves robot manipulator and conveyors are involved in 

interconnected work operations on structural elements of production (parts). It is necessary to forecast the actual service 

life of machines. 

Rotating machines operate in dynamic modes. In the works [16, 30], it is proved that in the function of deviations of 

rotational speeds and torque of motor and machine shafts it is possible to realize estimation of the spent resource of 

motos and machines as a whole. In [16, 30], the machine reliability functionality is defined as the dependence of the 

probability of failure-free operation for the period of time between two overhauls from a variety of varying factors - 

machine operating conditions. The durability features are defined as the dependence of the time frame (years, hours), in 

the continuation of which with a probability of not less than the minimum possible level of machine reliability – σNmin 

(on verge of operation risk), the machine will be in operating condition and will not require major repairs. We were 

talking about mining machines operating in significantly stochastic conditions. It is economically and technically 

sufficient to ensure the established design levels of minimum reliability and durability in the established period of 

machines operation [31]. 
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In the works [16, 30, 31], it is established that machine’s reliability and durability depends on intensity of dynamic 

processes occurring in gearboxes, electric drives and structural shells (cases) of machines, but there are no analytical 

dependencies of the reliability functionality of machines and the durability features from reliability level, durability 

period and other variable factors. 

If in some way it is possible to determine the actual values of the reliability level (σN) and the service life period 

(ТD) of the machine for specific operating conditions, then these values can be used to predict operating modes of the 

machine that ensure that σN and ТD are maintained at the level σN ≥ σNmin, ТD ≥ ТDer, where ТDer is the period of cost-

effective durability of the machine. 

Subsequently, the individual values of σN, ТD, as a function of the operating conditions existing for them, can be 

approximated graphically or analytically and used in the control system of machine operating modes. The machines 

operating mode in technical systems is generally conditioned by the random character of changing the main disturbance 

(machine load), and then the angular velocities (ω) and torques (M) of parts are random (stochastic) processes. These 

processes’ characteristics (mathematical expectations, dispersions, standard deviations) depend on control quality of the 

local automated electric drive or complex optimal control system. Here are additional reserves for increasing durability 

of controlled machines. 

By putting the information about the duration of machine switching operating (tjt) into the database of the 

hierarchical control system, M&C, it is possible to control the machine resource. The data arrays Yj(t) contain 

information about the states of moments and angular velocities of elements and the duration of machines switching t jt. 

The array data consists of two groups of elements: the first, corresponding to deterministic operating modes (on, off, 

hard work...); the second is stochastic, corresponding to normal operating conditions, is often characterized as 

stochastic. 

In deterministic operating modes of technical systems of electrical complexes, the prevention of emergency 

situations must be ensured by hardware protection. If, in this case, the shaft rotation frequencies ωj(t) and torques Mj(t) 

do not exceed the limit values, then these situations should not lead to a decrease in service life in machines of electrical 

complexes, therefore, in the future, it makes sense to evaluate only the stochastic group Yj(t), tjt. for reliability and 

durability of machines in technical systems of electrical engineering complexes. 

 

4.2.1. Prerequisites for analyzing the energy efficiency of the M&C system of large-scale industrial facilities 

 

The issues of reducing energy consumption are a priority for both individual producers and society as a whole. The 

costs for consumed energy affect not only the cost of a unit of finished products, but also carry a certain environmental 

burden [32, 33]. 

 

4.2.2. Initial provisions for the object of analysis 

 

In the flexible automated process under study, robotic manipulators perform “point” operations to apply markings to 

structural elements of production. Tripod robots carry out transfer of volumetric structural elements onto a conveyor 

belt and their subsequent installation in specialized boxes. Several lines of interconnected robotic arms and robotic 

tripods operate in multiple. Local robot control systems solve problems of positioning, automatic control and logical 

control. Events occurring in flexible automated manufacture are, to a first approximation, Markov processes with 

discrete states and continuous time. 

Taking into account the properties and characteristics of robots, conveyors, local and global networks, flows of 

structural elements, it is proposed to carry out optimization of electric consumption by parameterization of automatic 

control systems of electric drives. Processes for searching optimal parameters of control systems are virtually solved 

using methods of mathematical, simulation modeling and planning of factor experiments on the hierarchical control 

system server using flexible automated production. 

The hierarchical control system includes telecommunication networks, servers and specialized hardware and 

software and performs complex control of technological structural elements and solves system tasks of optimizing 

energy consumption of production process. Mathematical models of large-scale industrial objects are built based on 

multi-mass calculation schemes [16, 28]. Using ratios and dependencies from [14, 16], a priori, as a function of the 

nominal parameters of electric drive objects, indicators of the properties and characteristics of large-scale industrial 

system elements can be calculated, for example: oscillation frequencies, resonant frequencies, damping coefficients, 

logarithmic decrements, frequencies of free undamped oscillations, resonant amplification coefficients, dynamic 

coefficients, electromagnetic and electromechanical time constants. For manipulator robots, the electric drive objects 

are 6 (six) DC motors. For tripod robots, the electric drive objects are an electromechanical rotary actuator and three 

servomotors. 

For the conveyor plant, the electric drive objects are asynchronous electric drives with three-mass design schemes, 

taking into account the rigidity, dissipative losses and reduced clearances of gearbox gears, with a significant lag 

depending on the length of the carrier and idle conveyor belts. In accordance with the technological process, flows of 

input structural elements (semi-finished products) are supplied for processing by elements of flexible automated 

production in stochastic sequences, the patterns of which are known but can change. Information on element flows is 

transferred over global and local telecommunication channels. 
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The quality criteria of the M&C large-scale industrial system depend on the size of structural elements, and the 

concept of “flexible automated production” assumes the existence of different batches of semi-finished products, for 

example, according to geometric characteristics or required technological processing operations. The latter conditions 

require storing information about batches of semi-finished products in the database of flexible automated production, 

and this information is the basis for individual control subsystems of the technological complex as a whole. Processing 

operations by robotic manipulators and robotic tripods of each structural element and their groups, as well as movement 

of elements by conveyor installations are characterized as deterministic processes. This suggests that ranges of quality 

criteria for controlling robots and conveyors can be estimated, both by direct and integral estimates, as well as the 

stability conditions of a large-scale industrial system with their automatic control systems. 

 

4.2.3. Algorithms and sources of power consumption minimization in large-scale industrial systems 

 

In deterministic automatic control systems, it makes no sense to search for some unique methods and means for 

saving power consumption [34]. This is a technical problem of parametric optimization under different variants of 

electric drive and structure of automatic control systems. Some originality of this problem can be given in the robust 

formulation and, possibly, in the analysis of system of large-scale industrial objects as dynamic objects with incomplete 

information according to the theory of Professor N.V. Skibitskiy. [35]. 

The stochastic nature of semi-finished goods arrival creates the problem of estimating the ranges of possible energy 

consumption values in flexible manufacturing. Assuming that the characteristics of the flow of semi-finished products 

to various lines of robotic manipulators are known and that these flows are characterized by known distribution laws 

(for example: normal, Poisson, etc.). There is a possibility that a defective structural element – a semi-finished product 

will enter the production line. This probability is stochastic and must be described by the equations of probability 

theory. The selected types of electric drives and the structure of automatic control systems for flexible automated 

production are the means of ensuring minimization of electrical energy consumption, and the probabilities of a possible 

level of energy consumption are determined by the existing patterns of stochastic processes in flexible automated 

production and are the object of research in [29]. 

 

In [29], there is presented mathematical calculations of energy consumption minimization ranges for four operating 

modes of flexible automated production, including: 

• Mode 1. Computer vision systems record the moments when a semi-finished product arrives for processing by a 

robotic manipulator, a tripod robot and a conveyor line. Information from sensors of computer vision system is 

transmitted via global and local telecommunication channels, placed in database and can be processed in the server 

of a hierarchical monitoring and control system. All processes are considered as deterministic. Then the range of 

energy consumption is within the boundaries between the maximum energy consumption (of a non-optimized 

system) and the sum of the minimum (optimized) consumption and energy costs for calculating the optimal 

operating mode of mechatronic devices; 

• Mode 2. Due to the fact that semi-finished products arrive at the production line unevenly, the system is considered 

as a Markov process with discrete states and continuous time. The patterns corresponding to the flow of semi-

finished products characterize it as the simplest (or stationary Poisson flow). In this case, the minimum energy 

consumption value will take into account the probability of a semi-finished product entering the production line at 

any time; 

• Mode 3. The operation of flexible automated production using computer vision systems (i.e., as in mode 1) is 

influenced by the possible appearance of defects in elements of semi-finished products, which leads to skipping its 

processing. The operating time of the production line and the processing cycle of semi-finished products remain 

unchanged, but the total number of semi-finished products supplied for processing will decrease. Consequently, in 

the range of possible optimization according to the energy consumption criterion, the probability of the appearance 

of a defective semi-finished product is taken into account, which leads to a decrease in the limit of maximum (non-

optimized) energy consumption; 

• Mode 4. Functioning of flexible automated production is considered as a Markov process with an uneven flow of 

semi-finished products onto the line and the impact on the production line operation of the probable occurrence of 

defective semi-finished elements is taken into account (as in the mode 3). 

 

4.3. Prerequisites for creating a universal methodology for effective management of power consumption in robotic 

production 

 

The above theoretical provisions and algorithms for assessing power consumption, as well as structural and 

algorithmic proposals for implementing the processes of control, monitoring, regulation, automatic and automated 

control of an electric drive with parameterization of actuators according to the criteria for minimizing power 

consumption, suggest the possibility of creating a universal methodology invariant to the type of products being created 

in flexible automated production, and the laws of flows distribution of semi-finished products entering the production 

line. 
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It is fundamentally important to represent the production line as a “big” system with “big” data, in which the 

problem of uncertainty in the state of objects and systems is eliminated by concentrating in the database of a 

hierarchical system of control, monitoring and management of actually measured physical information by means of 

control and monitoring subsystems, forecasting physically unobservable information by subsystems of mathematical 

and simulation modeling [29]. The concept of “State of electrical complexes of aggregated installations of flexible 

automated production”, which is defined as a set of information flows is described below: 

 

• coordinates physically observed in real time are elements of the output signals that make up the vector Z(t); 

• physically observable and unobservable state space coordinates are elements of the vector Y(t), which are obtained 

by simulation of mathematical models of electric drive elements and electric drive control systems; 

• set of indicators of standard modes of electric drive elements, electric drive control systems; 

• set of design data of electric drive, electric drive control system in flexible automated production; 

• estimation of parameters of electric consumption by M&C electric drives for a fixed and declared period of time; 

• estimation of resource and reliability of elements of the automated electric drive and large-scale system. 

 

Characteristics of resource and reliability together with the evaluation of electric consumption analyzed above can 

be considered as an integral complex of technical state and operation of large-scale system elements, electric drive 

elements, electric drive control systems in flexible automated production. There are components in the information flow 

of states of electrical engineering complexes that allow us to take advantage of theoretical developments from [29, 34, 

36] for estimating resource and reliability of automated electric drive elements. 

 

In [7, 16], a methodology for assessing the durability of machine-building products with rotating shafts as a function 

of the ratios of deviations of minimum and maximum angular velocities and torques on the shafts for the analysed 

period was developed. Coordinates Z(t), Y(t) – from the databases of complex of technical state and operation of large-

scale objects of control and management allow, according to the method [16], to estimate the resource and reliability of 

the elements of the automated electric drive and, together with the estimation of electric consumption, to obtain the 

estimation of the integral complex of technical state and operation of the M&C large-scale system of the electric drive 

elements. 

 

5. Research of M&C large-scale systems in the context of “INDUSTRY 4.0” technology 

 

Effective research in real- and divided-time modes of the statics and dynamics of large-scale system components is 

possible using methods for conducting active and passive experiments [37] using specialized software and hardware 

LabVIEW and programming environment MatLAB-Simulink [18, 19] in the M&C server. The results of research are 

shown in [10, 28]. 

 

6. Training monitoring and control system of large-scale industrial objects in the context of “INDUSTRY 4.0” 

technology 

 

The training process, more often understood as educational (process 1) for various categories of specialists, as well 

as students, undergraduates, graduate students and doctoral students, within the framework of the “Industry 4.0” 

technology is the process 2, aimed at adapting the M&C system of large-scale industrial objects using means and 

methods of artificial intelligence to the stochasticity of the environmental characteristics of large-scale systems and its 

elements. In the process 1, significant results were achieved, including within the framework of the International 

Network Distance Learning Program “Synergy” [38]. Experience for realization of the process 2 is to be accumulated 

and there is important to create monitoring systems of state data about large-scale system components, storing and 

processing stochastic information flows, setting optimization intellectual tasks and their technical implementation [39].  

 

7. Conclusion 

 

 This work “Automated robotic complexes in engineering, adjustment, production and education processes” solves 

the current scientific problem of creating a methodology, principles for constructing, research and improving of flexible 

automated production with robotic complexes driven by electric drives. Additionally, there are presented training 

projects for creating the M&C large-scale systems in the context of “Industry 4.0” technology within the framework of 

educational programs and research works of students and undergraduates majoring in “Automation and Control” and 

“Electric Power Engineering” based on the international educational project “Synergy”. The research work results in the 

field of determining the optimization of an automated electric drive according to the criterion of energy consumption 

and calculations of resource characteristics and reliability of elements of automated production systems are shown. 
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